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OLYMPIC GAMES
BEIJING 2008
CLEVER WINS
FOUR MEDALS
It is with great pride that we take this opportunity to inform all our
customers, suppliers and representatives that at this year’s Olympic
Games held in Peking our company won four medals: Gold and
Bronze in Men’s Trap with David Kostelecky (Czech Rep) and Alexei
Alipov (Russia); Silver and Bronze in the Men’s Skeet with Tore
Brovold (Norway) and Antony Terras (France)
These results do not happen by chance, they are the result of hard
work: of many days spent on shooting grounds around the world
supporting our shooters, of continued technical development, of
quality and ballistic control that underpin all of our products, of
investment in new and high tech machinery, of test firing done at
proof and on shooting grounds by our shooters who have given us
their input, no longer just sponsored shooters, given that some of them
have been with us for over eight years.
There are no secrets in our firm: the winning formula rests with our
owner and his close colleagues who with their passion for clay
shooting and hunting have created and developed an excellent
product. We have had faith in young up and coming shooters who
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have gone on to make a name for themselves at national and
international levels, we have guided and helped them to develop and
they have carried us on to a world stage.
Our thanks goes to all the people who, without their help and faith in
us, have allowed us to be the first cartridge manufacturer to win Gold
in Men’s Trap, the most highly sought after win amongst
manufacturers, in two consecutive Olympic Games with two different
competitors.
Today Mirage Pro Extra is recognized as the best cartridge in the
world for clay shooting, gold medal holder of the 2004 and 2008
Olympics and of the world Record in both Trap (149/150) with
Karsten Bindrich (Germany) and in Skeet (150/150) with Tore
Borvold (Norway), results obtained during the European
Championships held in Cyprus 2008.
Our sales team is always at your disposition for any orders you wish to
place or questions you may have and we can assure you of our best
attention at all times.
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